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1 Introduction

This squib discusses two approaches to binding theory, a semantic and a
pragmatic one (§2); it also introduces new data from an understudied language,
Avar (§3), to test how the two theories explain the observed phenomena as
well as points out several challenges that any successful theory of anaphora
has to be able to accommodate. I then proceed to see if and how either one of
the theories can deal with the newly introduced data (§4).

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Semantic binding

Büring (2005) proposes a slightly modified version of the approach to binding
taken in Reinhart (1983) stating that it is the conspiracy of semantic and
pragmatic principles that is responsible for resolving anaphoric relations in
natural language. He demonstrates that the notion of syntactic binding is
redundant and can be reduced to more basic semantic mechanisms such as
variable binding, which he claims to be done syntactically by a binder prefix, !,
that is optionally adjoined to the verb phrase. I believe that Büring’s arguments
in favour of a variable binding approach to natural language anaphora look
convincing, so I shall not repeat them here. Before explicating how such a
system works I would like to point out that introducing the binder prefix
into the system together with the corresponding interpretation rule is a very
convenient shorthand notation and not a mere stipulation1. It can of course be
shown that such a move does not a!ect compositionality or any other basic
primitives of semantics.

Büring’s system works roughly as follows. A binder prefix ! is adjoined

! I would like to thank Barbara H. Partee for giving me the opportunity to present part of
this material to her 2009 Formal Semantics and Formal Pragmatics course audience and
my Avar consultants for their native speaker judgements, as well as Christopher Potts for
writing a LATEX class file for Semantics&Pragmatics journal.

1 I thank Barbara Partee for drawing my attention to this point.
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above VP to perform semantic binding (see the definition in (1)), and the whole
structure is interpreted by the so-called Binder Index Evaluation Rule (2).

(1) A binder prefix ! sem(antically)-binds an NP if and only if

a. ! and NP are coindexed
b. ! c-commands NP
c. there is no binder prefix ! which is c-commanded by ! and meets

(a) and (b)

If an NP is not bound by any binder prefix ! in a phrase marker P, we
say that NP is semantically free in P. (Büring 2005: 86)

(2) Binder Index Evaluation Rule
For any natural number n, !!n Y"g = "x.!Y "g[n!x](x)

Applying the cited mechanisms to a sentence Every tenor4 thinks that he4 is
competent results in the following derivation:

(3) Every tenor4 thinks that he4 is competent

a. Every tenor !4 thinks that he4 is competent
b. ![!4 thinks that he4 is competent]"g

= "x.! thinks that he4 is competent]"g[4!x](x)
= "x.["z.z thinks that g[4 " x](4) is competent](x)
= "x.x thinks that g[4 " x](4) is competent
= "x.x thinks that x is competent
= Every tenor "x.x thinks that x is competent

To make this sketch of the theory under consideration more or less complete,
one more rule—Have Local Binding!—needs mentioning. What this rule does
is force semantic binding over coreference unless the latter yields a di!erent
interpretation. With this much in place, the binding conditions can be refor-
mulated so as to comply with the requirements of the above mentioned rules;
most cases of anaphor binding, for instance, can be reduced to variable binding
without recourse to the (syntactically) dubious notion of syntactic binding,
whilst an additional (possibly pragmatic) mechanism is required to license
bound variable as well as coreferential interpretations of pronominals.

2.2 A neo-Gricean pragmatic theory

Huang (2000) tries to demonstrate how a pragmatic theory can serve to explain
the behaviour of various anaphoric elements in natural language with recourse
to exclusively neo-Gricean principles. Following Levinson (1987), Levinson
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(1991) and Levinson (1995) Huang adopts three main principles dubbed the
Q[uantity]-, I[nformativeness]-, and M[anner]-principles that are themselves a
reformulation of the classical Gricean maxims. This, however, is insu"cient, so
the author adds extra pragmatic machinery: the general pattern of anaphora
(4), the Disjoint Reference Presumption (5), a principle of referential economy
for coreferential NPs (6), and a hierarchy of referential economy for NPs (7).

(4) The general pattern of anaphora
Reduced, semantically general anaphoric expressions tend to favour
locally coreferential interpretations; full, semantically specific anaphoric
expressions tend to favour locally non-coreferential interpretation.

(Huang 2000: 214)

(5) The Disjoint Reference Presumption (DRP)
The co-arguments of a predicate are intended to be disjoint, unless one
of them is reflexive-marked.

(Huang 2000: 215)

(6) A principle of referential economy for coreferential NPs
A referentially dependent anaphoric expression tends to be encoded by
a referentially most economic NP.

(Huang 2000: 220)

(7) A hierarchy of referential economy for NPs

a. anaphors
(i) anaphoric gap
(ii) self
(iii) self self
(iv) pronoun self

b. pronominals
(i) pronominal gap/pro
(ii) pronouns

c. r-expressions
(i) epithets
(ii) definite descriptions
(iii) names

(Huang 2000: 220)

Let us see this machinery in action. It does very well explaining the data that
have hitherto been dealt with the help of the Binding Conditions. Huang,
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however, disagrees that there is anything substantial behind those constraints.
To take the paradigmatic sentences for the Binding Conditions, (8-a)–(8-b)2.

(8) a. Mozart1 admires himself1.
b. Mozart1 admires him2.

Here is how Huang’s theory deals with such data. (8-a) contains a reflexive
predicate with reflexivity being marked overtly by a reflexive pronoun, the
DRP does not apply. Instead, the interpretation of the pronoun is performed
according to the I-principle. The non-coreferential interpretation of the pronoun
in (8-b) results from the operation of the Q-principle as well as the DRP. If
the speaker had intended a coreferential interpretation, she would have chosen
to use the reflexive (by (6) and (7) above); as the result, the hearer deduces
that the speaker’s not employing the reflexive can only mean that the reflexive
interpretation is not the intended one (a Q-implicature).

3 Avar

Avar is a Nakh-Dagestani language spoken by approximately 800,000 people
in Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkey and Georgia. It displays ergative
alignment in most of transitive sentences with the internal argument being
marked with Absolutive and the external arguments’ case marking depending
on the semantics of the predicate. The unmarked word-order is SOV with
various permutations being acceptable but (allegedly) regulated by information-
structural factors. In most cases the verb agrees with the absolutive-marked
argument3 in #-features, the relevant features being the noun class (“I” for
masculine, “II” for feminine, “III” for inanimate and neuter, and “IV” for
plural).

3.1 Avar anaphora

Avar possesses a rather rich pronominal system, and, as (9) illustrates for
reflexives, Avar pronouns have rich agreement paradigms—they inflect for case,
localisation, number and noun class.

2 I am omitting the discussion of Condition C.
3 Besides the ergative construction, Avar possesses what is usually referred to as biabsolutive

construction, which can be employed in sentences with analytic verb forms. In such cases
the “subject” and “direct object” are both marked with absolutive, and the verb agrees with
both of them.
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(9) Simplex reflexive inflection paradigm
Sg Pl

Nom ži-w (I), ži-j (II), ži-b (III) ž-al
Erg žin-ca žide-ca
Dat žindi-e žide-e
Gen žindir žide-ca
Loc 1 žin-da žide-da
Loc 2 žindi-k! žide-k!

.

Avar has a reduplicated reflexive, žiwgo žinc̄ago, that is strictly local (10)4,
a compound reflexive žiwgo (the -go-reflexive hereonin) that can be both
local and long-distance ((11) illustrates long-distance uses only; for local uses
see examples above); a simplex reflexive ži-w which is strictly non-local and
(arguably) logophoric (12); possessive and demonstrative pronouns. The
redup- and go-reflexives are derivatives of the simplex pronoun5 formed by
reduplication in the former case and by adding an emphatic particle, go, in the
latter.

It is usually claimed (e.g., Alekseev & Ataev 1997) that East Caucasian
languages lack pronominals in the sense of Chomsky (1981). Contrary to this
claim and unlike most of its neighbours, Avar seems to have developed a system
where demonstratives (e.g. he-w ‘that/he’) are ambiguous between proper
demonstratives and pronominals subject to Condition B (13).

(10) ‘alica
Ali-ERG

žinc̄ago
self-ERG

žiwgo
self-ABS

č!wana.
kill-AOR

“Ali killed himself”

(11) Conigi
No

untarase
sick.man

bok!ič!o
want-AOR.NEG

(*žiwgo)
self-ABS

žindago
self-LOC

ra"ad
sea-ABS

bixize.
see-INF
“No patient wanted to see the sea”

(12) Pat!imatica
Patimat-ERG

abuna
say-AOR

X̄adižatida
Hadizhat-LOC

žindie
self-DAT

čaj
tea-ABS

t!ejilan.
pour-FUT.COMP

4 When such a reflexive is used, which means in (almost) all local contexts, its reduplicated
components can come in either order.

5 As in many languages of Daghestan, Tsakhur or Bagwalal, for example, one component
of the redup-reflexives bears the case marking of the antecedent with the other element
absolutive-marked.
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“Patimat1 told Hadizhat2 to pour her1/!2 some tea”

(13) Šibaw
Every

wasas
son-ERG

hes̄ie
he-DAT

rukx

house-ABS
baleb
build-PRT

bugo.
is

“Every son1 is building him2/*himself1 a house”

Having demonstrated the syntactic behaviour of di!erent classes of pro-
nouns, in the remainder of the paper I will concentrate mainly on local usages
of reflexive pronouns, only occasionnaly turning to nonlocal ones.

4 Discussion

Let me start this section with a quote from Huang (2000):

“As I have emphasized, the pragmatic theory of anaphora
I have been advancing does not deny the existence of distinct
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic levels and modes of expla-
nation in linguistic theory. On the contrary, it presumes the
independence, or at least partial independence of an irreducible
grammatical stratum for pragmatically motivated constraints
#. . . $ What I have been arguing is that syntax interacts with
pragmatics to determine many of the anaphoric processes that
are thought to be at the very heart of grammar” (Huang (2000):
213)

However, the author does not spell out what he thinks the syntax and
semantics of anaphora should look like on a neo-Gricean story like his own.
One can find occasional hints which are never explicitly stated, though. The
book expresses the widely accepted claim that pragmatics operates (mostly)
on syntactically and semantically well-formed expressions. But, anaphoric
processes relegated to pragmatics, one can only assume that sentences like
(8-a) and (8-b) on p. 4 are equally well-formed, syntactically speaking.

There is reason to believe, however, that such line of thinking is flawed.
It has widely been claimed in the literature that but for a few exceptions
reflexive pronouns, both local and long-distance ones, receive the semantic
interpretation of bound variables, including languages that Huang himself
dubs “pragmatic”—Chinese, Japanese, or Korean. It is equally common
to assume very strict structural conditions on variable binding. Unless one
can accommodate variable binding to operate in the neo-Gricean system, a
pragmatic mechanism regulating reflexivisation looks redundant at best.

It is easy to find claims in the literature stating that anaphora in languages
like Avar is subject to pragmatic constraints. The arguments given usually
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involve the extreme flexibility of word order. Interestingly, all the example
sentences I have been able to find involve referential DPs as antecedents for
reflexives and pronominals/demonstratives whose behaviour when embedded
under quantifiers has not been scrutinised. Let us minimally change (13) to
include an antecedent QNP and a -go-reflexive anaphorically related to it.

(14) Šibaw
Every

wasas
son-ERG

žindiego
self-DAT

rukx

house-ABS
baleb
build-PRT

bugo.
is

“Every son1 is building himself1 a house”

Now let us test the structural constraints on anaphor binding. To do so we need
to change the subject and the (indirect) object by altering the case marking
on the corresponding DPs.

(15) *Šibaw
Every

wasase
son-DAT

žinc̄ago
self-ERG

rukx

house-ABS
baleb
III-build.PRT-III

bugo.
III-is

“Every son1 is building himself1 a house”

Sentences like (15) are appallingly bad. It looks like local anaphor binding facts
from Avar speak strongly in favour of a semantic binding approach. However,
it would be premature to dispense with the pragmatic mechanism of licensing
local coreference; that this is so is witnessed by a minimal pair like this:

Situation 1: Rasul is the worst student at his school: he is not particularly
bright, hence bad marks; he is very rude to both his teachers
and classmates. He is, however, extremely boastful and cheeky.
Taking his behaviour into consideration, everybody is reluctant
to say one good word about him.

(16) Žinc̄ago
Self-ERG

Rasul
Rasul-ABS

wec̄ulew
praise-PRT

wuk!ana.
be-PRES

“Rasul praised himself” (nobody else praised him)

Situation 2: Rasul is the most boastful person in town. Indeed, he does
many good deeds; however, he is boasting all the time without
noticing that his neighbours, for example, are good, too.

(17) Rasulica
Rasul-ERG

žiwgo
self-ABS

wec̄ulew
praise-PRT

wuk!ana.
be-PRES

“Rasul praised himself” (just himself and no one else)

Considering the constraints on semantic binding, we could be certain that (16)
uttered in Situation 1 can display only coreference. Can this be explained on
a neo-Gricean view? Intuitively one senses that it is pragmatics that stands
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behind the possibility of a coreferential interpretation in a sentence like this;
however, none of the mechanisms presented in §2.2 is su"cient to rule it in
since all of them serve to choose from amongst a limited inventory of reference-
tracking devices. What we need instead is to make use of the notion of salience
since it seems to be precisely what licenses the putative Condition A violations
in contexts like our Situation 1.

Unlike Condition A, Condition B has often been claimed to be pragmatic in
nature (cf. Reinhart’s pragmatic principle). Now, the question is whether it can
be given a satisfactory neo-Gricean treatment. Perhaps for some theory-internal
reason, Huang makes no mention of bound variable interpretations of both
anaphor’s and pronominals when outlining his neo-Gricean view, which seems
to cover only a subset of all available cases, namely those involving coreferential
interpretations. Whatever the structural constraints on semantic binding of
pronominals, it looks like such pragmatic mechanisms should be viewed as
auxiliary, perhaps even last-resort, mechanisms altering the interpretation.

5 Conclusion

In this squib I have argued that although Binding Theory as such has become
obsolete, it is too soon to get rid of it altogether. I have tried to demonstrate
that even in languages like Avar reflexivisation (and Condition A e!ects more
generally) can successfully be explained in terms of a syntactico-semantic
theory with variable binding as its core, whilst Condition B is more pragmatic
in nature and can be given a proper neo-Gricean treatment. The di!erence
between bound variable and coreferential interpretations being very sharp, the
pragmatic theory of Huang (2000) can only deal with the latter.

There is one thing that Huang’s story has in common with more recent
generative theories of anaphoric relations—they both seek to eliminate the
binding conditions from the grammar, which seems a perfectly sound thing
to want to do: given the current syntactic frameworks, they look obsolete
because they make use of concepts that current syntactic theorising has ceased
to employ (e.g. government, governing category etc.) focusing instead on
reducing binding to more elementary operations such as Merge. However, a
neo-Gricean theory of anaphora could be a powerful explanatory tool in dealing
with cases where for some reason semantic binding fails to obtain.
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